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Abstract
We will use toric degenerations of the projective plane P2 to give a new proof of the triple points
interpolation problems in the projective plane. We also give a complete list of toric surfaces that are
useful as components in this degeneration.
1 Introduction
Let Ld(m1, ...,mr) denote the linear system of curves in P
2 of degree d, that pass through r points P1, ..., Pr,
with multiplicity at least mi. A natural question would be to compute the projective dimension of the linear
system L. The virtual dimension of L is
v(Ld(m1, ...,mr)) :=
(
d+ 2
2
)
−
r∑
i=1
(
mi + 1
2
)
− 1
and the expected dimension is e(L) := max{v(L),−1}. There are some elementary cases for which dim(L) 6=
e(L). A linear system for which dimL > e(L) is called a special linear system. However if we consider the ho-
mogeneous case when all multiplicities are equal m1 = ... = mr = m, the linear system (denoted by Ld(m
r))
is expected to be non-special when r is large enough. In this paper we will only consider the case m = 3;
the virtual dimension becomes v(Ld(3
r)) = d(d+3)2 − 6m − 1. In [2] the authors used a toric degeneration
of the Veronese surface into a union of projective planes for the double points interpolation problems i.e.
m = 2. This paper extends the degeneration used in [2] to the triple points interpolation problem. A triple
point in the projective plane imposes six conditions, so in this paper we will classify the toric surfaces (X,L)
with h0(X,L) = 6 (see Theorem 3.3). In particular we will analyse the ones for which the linear system
becomes empty when imposing a triple point, call them Yi. We will then use a toric degeneration of the
embedded projective space via a linear system L into a union of planes, quadircs and r disjoint toric surfaces
Yi. On each surface Yi we will place one triple point and by a semicontinuity argument we will prove the
non-speciality of L, see Theorem 5.3.
We remark that this result can be generelized to any dimension i.e. a list of toric varieties becoming
empty when imposing a muliplicity m point could be described in a similar way. However the combinatorical
degeneration and the construction of the lifting function is not very well understood. In [7] T. Lenarcik
used an algebraic approach to study triple points interpolation in P1 × P1; however the list of the algebraic
polygons is slightly different than ours and the connection with toric degenerations is not explicit. Toric
degenerations of three dimensional projective space have been used by S. Brannetti to give a new proof
of the Alexander-Hirschowitz theorem in dimension three in [1]. Degenerations of n-dimensional projective
space have been used by E. Postinghel to give a new proof for the Alexander-Hirschowitz theorem in any
dimension in [8].
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2 Toric varieties and toric degenerations.
We recall a few basic facts about toric degenerations of projective toric varieties. We refer to [6] and [4] for
more information on the subject and to [5] for relations with tropical geometry.
The datum of a pair (X,L), where X is a projective, n–dimensional toric variety and L is a base point
free, ample line bundle on X , is equivalent to the datum of an n dimensional convex polytope P in Rn,
determined up to translation and SL±n (Z). We consider a polytope P and a subdivision D of P into convex
subpolytopes; i.e. a finite family of n dimensional convex polytopes whose union is P and such that any
two of them intersect only along a face (which may be empty). Such a subdivision is called regular if there
is a convex, positive, linear on each face, function F defined on P . Such function F will be called a lifting
function. Regular subdivisions correspond to degeneration of toric varieties.
We will now prove a technical lemma that will enable us to easily demonstrate the existence of a lifting
function when we need them. Let X be a toric surface and P be its associated polygon. Consider L a line
that separates two disjoint polygons P1 and P2 in P and X1 and X2 their corresponding toric surfaces such
that L does not contain any integer point.
Lemma 2.1. The toric variety X degenerates into a union of toric surfaces two of which are X1 and X2
which are skew.
Proof. We consider the convex piecewise linear function given by
f(x, y, z) = max{z, L+ z}
Consider the image of the points on the boundary of the polygons X1 and X2 through f . Change the
function f by interposing the convex hull of the boundary points separated by L between l1 and l2 (as in the
Figure 2.1). The function will still be convex and piecewise linear, therefore we get a regular subdivision.
We consider now the toric varieties associated to each polygon, and since P1 and P2 are disjoint, we obtain
that two of the toric surfaces that appeared in the degeration, namely X1 and X2 are skew.
For example, in the picture below we have four polygons, two of which are disjoint. The corresponding
degeneration will contain four toric varieties, two of them X1 and X2, being skew.
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Figure 2.1:
It is easy to see how we could iterate this process. Let M be a line cutting the polygon associated to
X2 and not containing any of its interior points. Then X2 degenerates into a union of toric surfaces, two of
which are skew, Y2 and Y3.
In this case, we conclude that X degenerates into nine toric surfaces three of which X1, Y2 and Y3 being
skew, as the Figure 2.2 indicates.
Later on, we will ignore the varieties lying in between the disjoint ones; they are only important for the
degeneration and not for the analysis itself.
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3 The Classification of polygons.
We recall that the group SL±2 (Z) acts on the column vectors of R
2 by left multiplication. This induces an
action of SL±2 (Z) on the set of convex polygons P by acting on its enclosed points (SL
−
2 (Z) corresponds to
orientation reversing lattice equivalences). Obviously, Z2 acts on vectors of R2 by translation.
Next, we will classify all convex polygons enclosing six lattice integer points modulo the actions described
above. We first start with a definition.
Definition 3.1. We say the polygon P is equivalent to one in standard position if
1. It contains O = (0, 0) as a vertex
2. OS is a vertex where S = (0,m) and m is the largest edge length
3. OP is an edge where P = (p, q) and 0 ≤ p < q
Remark 3.2. Every polygon has a standard position.
Indeed, we first choose the longest edge and then we translate one of its vertices to the origin. We will
now rotate the polygon to put the longest edge on the positive side of the x axis and then we shift it such
that the adjacent edge lies in the upper half of the first quadrant. Indeed, if OP is an edge with P = (s, q)
and s ≥ q; then s = mq + p for 0 ≤ p < q so we shift left by m. We will call this procedure normalization.
It is easy to see that the standard position of the polygon may not be unique, it depends on the choice
of the longest edge, and of the choice of the special vertex that becomes the origin.
We can now present the classification of the polygons in standard position according to m (the maximum
number of integral points lying on the edges of the polygon), and also according to their number of edges,
n. Obviously, the polygons P will have at most six edges, and at most five points on an edge.
We leave the elementary details to the reader; we only remark that Pick’s lemma is useful (for more
details see [3]).
Proposition 3.3. Any polygon enclosing six lattice points is equivalent to exactly one from the following
list
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Figure 3.3:
We now recall that any rational convex polygon P in Rn enclosing a fixed number of integer lattice points
defines an n dimensional projective toric variety XP endowed with an ample line bundle on XP which has
the integer points of the polygon as sections. We get the following result
Corollary 3.4. Any toric surface endowed with an ample line bundle with six sections is completely described
by exactly one of the polygons from the above list.
4 Triple Point Analysis.
We first observe that six, the number of integer points enclosed by the polygon, represents exactly the
number of conditions imposed by a triple point. We will now classify all polygons from Proposition 3.3
for which their corresponding linear system becomes empty when imposing a triple point. There are two
methods for testing the emptiness of these linear systems: an algebraic method and a geometric method and
we will briefly describe them below. For the algebraic approach, checking that a linear system is non-empty
when imposing a triple point reduces to showing that the conditions imposed by a triple point in P2 are
dependent. For this, one needs to look at the rank of the six by six matrix where the first column represents
the sections of the line bundle and the other five columns represent all first and second derivatives in x and y.
We conclude that the six conditions are dependent if and only if the determinant of the matrix is identically
zero. The geometric method for testing when a planar linear system is empty is to explicitly find it and
show that it contains no curve, using P2 as a minimal model for the surface X and writing its resolution of
singularities.
Remark 4.1. The corresponding linear systems of the following polygons are non-empty when imposing a
base point with multiplicity three.
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Figure 4.4:
Proof. It is easy to check that the algebraic conditions imposed by at least four sections on a line are always
dependent. Indeed, we have two possible cases, if the line of sections is an edge, or if is enclosed by the
polygon. For the first case, we can only have sections on two levels so the vanishing of the second derivative
in y gives a dependent condition (The same argument applies for case m = 3 representing the embedded
P
1×P1). For the second case we notice that the vanishing of the first derivative in y and the second derivative
in x and y give two linearly dependent conditions.
We will use the Remark 4.1 to eliminate the polygons that don’t have the desired property and we obtain
five polygons for which we will study the corresponding algebraic surfaces and linear systems using toric
geometry methods.
For any polygon consider its fan by dualizing the polygon’s angles and in the case that the toric variety
obtained by gluing the cones is singular, take it’s resolution of singularites. In this way we obtain the all
the toric surfaces using P2 as a minimal model. The associated linear system may not have general points.
In general, we will use the notations Ld([1, 1]),Ld([2, 1]),Ld([1, 1, 1]) for linear systems of degree d that pass
through a base point with a defined tangent, a double point with a defined tangent or having a flex direction.
For example, L4([1, 1, 1]
3) represents quartics with three base points that are flex to the line joining any two
of them. Since the base points are special, the linear systems will need a different analysis. We conclude
the emptiness of each linear systems with a triple point by applying birational transformations and splitting
off −1 curves. The last column of the table indicates the geometric conditions that corresponding to the
infinitely near multiplicities. We obtain the following result:
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Lemma 4.2. The linear systems corresponding to the following polygons become empty after imposing a
triple point.
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Figure 4.5:
All the linear systems from the table become empty when imposing a triple point. For example the
fourth polygon in the above table describes a projective plane embedded by a linear system of conics, L2.
By imposing a triple point L2 becomes empty. One can obtain more polygons with an empty linear system
by rotating or by shifting the main ones by any integer numbers.
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5 Triple points in P2.
We denote by Vd the image of the Veronese embedding vd : P
2 → Pd(d+3)/2 that transforms the plane curves
of degree d to hyperplane sections of the Veronese variety Vd. We degenerate Vd into a union of disjoint
surfaces and ordinary planes and we place one point on each one of the disjoint surfaces. The surfaces
are chosen such that the restriction of a hyperplane section to each one of them to be linear system that
becomes empty when we impose a triple point. We conclude that any hyperplane section to Vd needs to
contain all disjoint surfaces, and in particular all of the coordinate points of the ambient projective space
covered in this way. Therefore if Vd degenerates exactly into a union of disjoint special surfaces and planes
(or quadrics) with no points left over we conclude that the desired linear system is empty, and therefore it
has the expected dimension. Using semicontinuity this argument can easily be extended to any degeneration
as in [2]. In order to give an inductive proof for triple points in the projective plane we will first analyze
triple points in P1 × P1.
We will only prove the most difficult case when the linear systems in P1 × P1 with virtual dimension
−1 are empty. The general case will follow by induction, but it was already proved in a similar way using
algebraic methods by T. Lenarcik in [7].
Lemma 5.1. Fix n ≥ 3. Then linear systems of bidegree (5, n) for n 6= 4, (11, n), (2, 4n− 9), (8, 2n− 3) and
an arbitrary number of triple points have the expected dimension.
Proof. • For any linear systems of bidegree (5, n) we find a skew n+ 1 set of surfaces and we place each
of the n+ 1 triple points in one of the surfaces. We denote the degenerations presented below as C55 ,
C65 , C
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For every n > 2, n 6= 4 take i ∈ {3, 5, 6, 8} such that n−i4 is an integer, k. For any arbitrary n we
consider the degeneration Cn5 = C
i
5+kC
3
5 where the sum of two blocks means attaching the two disjoint
blocks together along the edge of length 5.
• For linear systems of bidegree (11, n) and 2n + 2 triple points we find skew surfaces. We denote the
degenerations presented below by C211, C
3
11, and C
4
11. For every n > 2 take i ∈ {2, 3, 4} such that
n−i
3
is an integer, k. For any arbitrary n we consider the degeneration Cn11 = C
i
11 + kC
2
11.
• For curves of bidegree (2, 4n−9) we consider the degeneration C4n−92 given by (n−3)C
3
2 (in particular,
C112 = 3C
3
2 ) and for C
2n−3
8 we use combinations of C
3
8 and C
5
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Corollary 5.2. Linear systems in P1 × P1 with triple points of virtual dimension −1 are empty.
Proof. We have to prove the statement for linear systems of bidegree (6k− 1, n) and (3k− 1, 2n− 1). For the
bidegree (6k − 1, n) we distinguish two cases. If k is even k = 2k′ we use the degeneration Cn12k′−1 = k
′Cn11;
while if k is odd of the form 2k′+1 we use Cn12k′+5 = C
n
5 + k
′Cn11, for n 6= 4. For n = 4 we use the following
degeneration for C417 and we generalize this case by adding C
4
11 blocks
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For the bidegree (3k− 1, 2n− 1) we reduce to the case when k is odd of the form 2k′ + 1 and depending
on the parity of k′, if 6k′ = 6 + 12r we use the degeneration C2n−18 + rC
2n−1
11 while 6k
′ = 12r we use
C2n−15 + C
2n−1
8 + (r − 1)C
2n−1
11 .
We can now obtain the following result
Theorem 5.3. Ld(3
n) has the expected dimension whenever d ≥ 5.
Proof. It is enough to prove the theorem for the number of triple points for which the virtual dimension is
−1 so in that case we claim that the linear system is empty. Note that
(
d+2
2
)
≡ 0 mod 6 if d ≡ {2, 7, 10, 11}
mod 6;
(
d+2
2
)
≡ 1 mod 6 if d ≡ {0, 9} mod 6;
(
d+2
2
)
≡ 3 mod 6 if d ≡ {1, 4, 5, 8} mod 6 and
(
d+2
2
)
≡ 4 mod 6
if d ≡ {3, 6} mod 6.
We will use the induction step V12(k+1)+j = V12k+j + kC
11
11 + C
11
j+1 + V10 with j = 1, ..., 12, k ≥ 0,
(i, j) 6= (1, 4) and to finish the proof we present the degenerations of Vj if j ≤ 12.
V12k+j
V10C
11
12k+j+1
Figure 5.9:
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Remark 5.4. Notice that L4(3
2) consists of quartics with two triple points and the expected dimension is
2. This linear system has a fixed part, the double line through the two points and a movable part L2(1
2) i.e.
conics through two points, that has dimension 3. A simple argument shows that if d = 4, the linear system
L is −1–special (we have a −1–curve, line connecting the 2 points, splitting off twice) and therefore special.
One could mention that case d = 4 is also a special case for the double points interpolation problem since
L4(2
5) is expected to be empty but it consists of the double conic determined by the 5 general points.
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